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- SLIEIIRY - 
The field of flow round a flat aerofoil at incidence 
can be regarded in linearised theory as the result of both bound 
and trailing vortices for supersonic as well as for low speed 
flight. This leads to a convenient method, given the lift 
distribution over an aerofoil, for calculating the flow round it 
at supersonic speeds. 
As an application of the results the downwash is 
calculated in the wake of a delta wing lying within the Mach cone 
emanating from its apex. The downwash is found to be least just 
aft the trailing edge and is everywhere less than the downflow at 
the aerofoil. It increases steadily to a limiting value which is 
attained virtually within two chord lengths of the trailing edge. 
The ratio of the dovmwash at any point in the wake to the downflow 
at the aerofoil decreases with increasing Mach number and apex angle. 
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1. INTRODUCTION. 
In the first paper on three dimensional supersonic aerofoil 
theory, vxitten by Schlichting in 1936 (ref.1), the idea of a supersonic 
horseshoe vortex :-ran used as an auxiliary concept. However, the 
Prandtl-Lanchester vortex approach, which is of such fundamental 
importance in low speed aerofoil theory, has been almost entirely 
abandoned in the subsequent treatment of the matter. This, of course, 
is no accident, for it appears that the alternative methods of the 
supersonic theory lend themselves more readily to the solution cf the 
main problem of finding the pressure distribution over en aerofoil of 
given shape and incidence; furthermore there exists ne supersonic 
counterpart to the lifting line theory to which is due the remarkable 
success of Prandtl's approach. 
	 The purpose of this paper is to show 
that once the lift distribution is known, the vortex appraoch can still 
be of use in determining the flow round an aerofoil. 
The general linearised theory of a field of flu ,/ due to an 
arbitrary distribution of vorticity under steely supersonic c,nditions 
is develo:eed in the College of Aeronautics Report Ne. 9, 1947, (ref.2) 
and is applied in the present parer to aerofoil problems: in particular 
the downwash plong the continuation of the centre line of a delta wing 
is calculated for the quasi-subsonic case (apex semi-angle smaller than 
the Mech angle). 
Gazer methods of'determining the field of flow from the pressure 
distribution, such as first deriving the "acceleration potential" due 
to an equivalent deulllet distribution, have been found, at least in this 
particular cese, to lead to considerably more complicated calculations 
than those ievolved in the method adopted here. 
RESULTS e. 
The dumwesh, w, along the continuation of the centre line ef 
a delta wing movine at a supersonic speed such that it lies entirely 
within the Mach cone emanating; from its apex is eiven by: - 
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.Where K, F & E' are th, well-known complete elliptic integrals 
V = the velocity 
= the incidence 
e max. wing chord 
d = distance aft the trailing edge 
= Macl. angle 
" = wing apex semi-angle 
. cct,AA tan ‘6- 
The condition dC A0 indicates that the point in question 
is outside the Mach cones emanating from the wing tips, and 
vice versa: see Fig.4. / The 
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The corresponding spanwise lift distribution over the aerofoil 
as given in R.A.E. Report No. Aero 2151 (A.P.C. 10222) (ref.3) is:- 
f ( Y) 	 2 	 V2c1' /02 	 - - 
	
Y 	 where () . air density 
E' 	 ) 	 y = spanwise coord. 
As -d tends to infinity in (1,ii), w tends to
. 1  	 , which 
Vut, 	 E'(X) 
is exactly the same result as obtained for the downwash in incompressible 
flow far behind the trailing edge of an aerofoil with spanwise lift given 
by (2). This is a special case of a more general result stated in 
ref.3, according to which, for a given spanwise lift distribution, the 
trailing vortex field tends in regions far behind the aerofoil, where the 
chordwise coordinate is large compared to the other coordinates, to the 
same limit in supersonic as in subsonic flow. 
In Fig. 1 the downwash is plotted against the distance from the 
trailing edge for various values of the parameter 
	 . It will be noted 
that forA = 0, that is for very small aspect ratios or at speeds very 
near that of sound, the downwash become,: equal to the downflow at the 
aerofoil 	 ( w = 1). 
VrI 
Fig. 2. shows what the downwash would be if the entire lift 
were regarded as being concentrated at the trailing edge for the given 
value of 0.4- for 1,•. . 
To assist in applying the results giver. in Fig.l to particular 
cases, the values of A for specified values of aspect ratio and Mach 
number can be fDund from Fig. 3. 
3. VORTEX PILOT THEORY FOR SUPERSONIC CONDITIONS. 
Consider a flat aerofoil placed approximately in the xy-plane 
at a small incidence in an airstream of velocity V , greater than that 
of sound, in the positive x-direction. Then according to linearised 
theory we have:- 
The equation of continuity - 
( _ ?.. ..1'. + 4. 
- 	 x: 1 	 y t a 2` 
... (3) 
4 
= 0 	 ;there 	 = M2 - 1 
= velocity 
potential. 
The Eulerian equations 
-I.= 
_ 	 I _ 	 LJL ) 
- -A 
where p = pressure 
- 	 = 	 ) 	 u,v,w = velocity 
	
V SV ) 	
components. 
-1 	 = Vx 
( 2) 
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It is assumed as in subsonic lifting plane theory that the 
kinematic boundary conditions must be fulfillod at the normal projection 
,,f the aerofoil on the xy-plane rather than 
	 the aerofoil itself, and 
that 	 is continuous everywhere except across the wake. The latter 
is talen to be the strip lying in the xy-plane subtended downstream by 
the aerofoil. 
	 Finally it is assumed that the pressure is continLous 
across the wake. The exact or approximate validity of these assumptions 
under supersonic conditions is, in the last resort, a matter for 
experimental verification. 
Since the flow is assumed to be irrotatienal, 
	 v and...1,r.r 
ilx 	 1;'  x 
may be rethced in ,iquations (4) by u and i4 u respectively. 
	
Ay 
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Integrating these we obtain the linearised fana of Bernouilli' Eauatiell.- 
Vu 	 P = c)nat. 
where the constant is the -ame throughout space, that is both sides of 
the wake. 
	 It.follows that u, like the pressure p, is continuous 
across the wake. 
Furthermore the normal velocity, w, is contin•-)us at the 
aerofoil, because if is assumed to be flat, and similarl:, across the 
wake since a discontinuity wLuld indicate the oresenco of sources contrary 
to the condition of continuity. 
This also f.dlows froLL the b)undary conditions which require 
- Vx to be anti-symmetrical with respect to the xy-plane, so that 
(x ,Y,.z) - 
Hence we have:- 
	
At the aerof)i1:- u(x,y,+0) - V = 	 ucx,y,-0) - V] 
	
w x,y,+0) = 	 +w(x,y,-0) 
lx,y0-0) = -v(x,y,-0) 
	
u(x,y,+0) = 	 =4-V 
= 
	
w x,y,+0 = 
	 x,Y,-0) 
These equations chew that we may regara the area cor, ,rising 
the aurofoil and its wake as a vortex sheet with a surface distribution 
6-)(x,y) of vDrticca given by:- 
Gs = (-(v+ -v_),(134_ -u_)= (-2v ,2(u -V),0) 
and, in particular, in the wake:- 
6 	 = (-2 .11+ ,0,0), where u+ = u(x,y,+O) &c. 	
....( 9 ) 
Now, since the flow. is irrotational, we have:- 
0, 111.0 Ii 11: 10) 
x 	 y 
and 
av_ 	 O s 	 (n) 
x 
/ 7-mince 
and At the wake:- 
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Hence, at the aerofoil:- 
, (v+ -v_k ) 	 ,u+ -u_) 0, %.46 (12) 
    
y 
and at the wake, taking into account equation (7):- 
(v+ -v_) 
x  
v 
= 0 . 
x 
(13) 
Ecuations (12) and (13) show that div es = 0, as remaired for 
a vorticity vector. 
To find the field or flow due to this vorticity qistributicn 
-.re apply fomula (60) of ref.2. which states that the velocity vector 
(u,v,wr) to vortici'6y , 25 ) is given byl- 
(u,vM 	 olArlh 	 (V, 0,0) 
.... (14) 
q) (X,y,z) = 1 	 ( 	 ax sy  
u6 
where (a) s =1-(x-x0 ) 	 Py-yo ) 2  4-(z-z o) • 
-T- 
(1)) R' is the subdomain of tho region 
concerned for which s is real and 
xo < x . 
(c) ourlh is the hyperbolic curl and 
xi 
Hadarrcu-a's "finite part of an 
infinite integral" as defined in ref.2. 
In our case the vortex layer becomes infinitely thin, v.hile 
the product 	 . 9 	 remains finite and equal to 
	
We ol- tain:- 
.n=1 
  
- 	 OPYJ) 
27r 	
x 
( 	
car. dy0 
, where now zo = 0 in s. 	 ....(15) 
R' 
The vorticity distribution over the aerofoil will be called tht. 
bound vorticity and that in the wake the trailing vorticity. The liter 
consists of straight vortex lines of constant strength extending from the 
trailing edge to infinity in the negative x-direction. 
If we write u' = u+ - V and vY = v+, equati=mn (15) becomes:- 
, 1 
	 l 	 (-vm,um,0) lxo 13re 	
.... (16) 
JR 
By equations (7) and (13) we have in the wake:- 
um = 0, 
= 0. 
. Also, by equation (5, u is connected with, the pressure 
difference, esp = p+ p_, between the top and bottom aerofoil surfaces 
1Jy the relation:- 
K u = 
2IT 
.... (19) 
honoe 
Hence, if the lift distribution is known, :;o is u m and vice 
versa. Equation (18) shov•; that Of is independent of x in the wake 
so that to evaluate the integral (16) over the wake it is sufficient to 
know the variation of v' alori the trailing edge only. It will be 
shown that at the trailing edge, as well as elsewhere on the aerofoil, 
v
m
= 	 uNdx, where the intogral is taken along a chord from the 
oY 
leading edge. 
Consider a circuit ABCDD'CWA'A, wh re AB,CD arc parallel to 
the x-axis and AD,BC to the y-axis, so that AB and. CD are sep'trated 17 
a small distance Ey; A,B,C,D are just above the xy-plane and A',B',C',D' 
form their image just below it; A,A',D,DI are points ahead of the 
aerofoil. (See Fig.4). Applying Stokes' theorem to the flow round this 
circuit we obtain:- 
CB u dx + 1. cv+ dy + 	 1.J:4.1x + 	 u_dx + 	 v_dy + 	 u_ax = 0. 
B 	 Jo 	 JD' 	 3 B' 
This may be written:- 
BC 
(u+-u_)dx 	 (u -u )dx (v -v )Sy 
+ - 	 + - 
J A 	 - D 
Hence, as gy tends to zero:- 
....(21) 
(v-v_ ) -B (u -u )dx since u+ = u_, as far as the aerofoil. (22) 
A 
Now 	 u+-u= 2um) at the aerofoil, so that 
v#= 
Y
u
mdx, as ciserted. 
2v) 
....(23) 
This relation might have been derived directly from equation 
(12), which can be written as ,)vIt - 4uN 0 , but for the possible 
y 
3( irregularities of " and iHm at the leading edge and at the envelope-. 
,3x 
of the Mach cones emanating from it. 
Define ii. = J umdx -with the condition u = 0 at the loading 
edge. Then vm = u . It will be seer, from equation (19) that u 
;y 
is proportional to the excess pressure integral from the leading edIe 
to the poiiit in question. 
Divide R' into two subdomalns S' and Tr, belonging to the 
normal projection on to the xy-plane of the aerofoil,S, and the wako, 1ff, 
respectively. 
Then:- 
/ 	 ,   
1 
	
- 	 o3u, 0 	 dxody,, + I 	 dxodyr, 
6 y jix 	 Tr 	 1,C) Y ,t I s 
....(24) 
vortices of strength -2 /47i\ 	 whose spanwiJe segmcnts extend from 
.A 3r 
-y0 to yo (see rex.2, sect.6(64)). 
	
To find the velocity components 
(u",v",wm) due to this combination it is necessary to integrate th 
expression given at equation (68) of ref.2 from the midpoint of the 
trailing edge to the positive endpoint with respect to y o , this :- 
mil
(37'3"0)z.dy0 
= _ 0 2 • 	 2Pu r 
1 I aY0 i(x-x0 ) 2-1 .3221 j ( 	 x_x6) 2_ r 2 (y_yo) 	 , 
It will be observed that, if the aerofoil is assumed to be 
symmetrical with respect to the zx-plane and to have a straight trailing 
edge, (4., may be regarded rs being duo to the sum of a set of horse shoe 
where (')T 	 is the value: of L1-_ at the trailing 
,aY )t 	 c) Y 
edge for a given yo . 
iNow 	 ;.).11 dx dy 	 _ . 
J , r, 1 
Ox 
........ 	 0 	 0 	 ,-.. 
S 
JO 
t 	
s 
u aY0 _ jr s, '17 (x-x0) (IxodY0 
s 3 
by integration by parts, where C' is that segment of the trailing edge 
included in L. 
We can now represent 
	 as the sum of two vectors, 
1 
( \4 3., 
• 
413 , 
• 
1/4.1•S ) and *I= 
1! 
( L1 
 
11 	 vt 
, p, 4.3 ) , where:- 
cixodY0  
1T 	 s 
t = 	 1-1(x-xo)dxody0 
' 2 S 
(25) 
0 
and. = 	 (,,) dxody0 
ti 
Igt
1.3r it 	 3 
 
 
= 77i ayo .... (26) 
rr 
0. 
It will be soon that lir coincides width qe if we imagine 
that the vhole bound vorticity, for any riven span position, is 
concentrated at the trailing edge. 
• 
du 	 (Y+-Y0)z.dY0  
zlya [ (x_x0) 2_ p 2 2 2j jr(x-x0) 2_ (5 2  y+y,) 2+ ....(27) 
/ where: 
where the integrals extend over those segments of the trailing edge for 
which yo is positive and the integrands arc real. 
	 From the above 
assumption it follows that v ii= '; 7-1 is anti-symmetrioal with rcspobt to 
the zx-plane, so that the second integral in (27) is equal to but 
opposite in sign to the first taken over the remainder of the path of 
integration, C'. 
,2 
Hence 	 u" = - P 
ir 
1— 	 (Y-yo)z.dy0 
r 2 	 2 	 1 dyo Rx-x0 ) - p z 2  1.s 
(28) 
Similarly 
7" =i (x-x0)z.dy0 
1' 	 rr 	 2 	 2 ‘'o L‘Y-Y0 ) 	 z - 1 . s 
.... (29) 
and 
= - I 
1r; 
C' 
. 	 c, 
u 	 (x-x0)(Y-Yo) 	 (x-x0 ) 2 - CY-370) 2+ 2 E2j) dY 
I( x-x0 ) 2- ( 2z2Jt n- (y-yo  ) L  4 A.- 
.... (50) 
In calculating (u",v",e) xo will take the value of x at the 
trailing edge. 
To calculate the field of flow due to Lk behind the Twrofoil 
on the assumption that it is symmetrical with reli-ect to the 
and that it has a straight trailing edge, or more precisely one that is 
not so curved that it meets a line parallel to the y-axis in more than 
two points, we rewrite equation (25) in the form:- 
X1  (x . 	 ; tv 2.- 	 x2 (x0)dx, 	 _ 	 0 	 .... (3i) 3 
where:- 
irgi dY0 
r. 
xl 
8y0 S  
r  
x _ 	 ! 	 \ u.(x-Jco)dy0 
2 - j 	 s 3 
()2) 
It will be observed that, for a given x,, X I 17 obtained from 
tp" by differentiating it with respect to x and putting 	 = 	 ,since 1 	 oro 
/ 
dxodyo -,.. .4. 	 1 . 	 ( x- )dx,dy,. 
x 	 ii OX  J 	 C y 	 s 
/w 
	 t 	 s 
) 
u dy„, 
	 , .3.73. 	 1 sing independent of x o . 
15- t s 	 " t 
Similarly we may derive X 2 from Ili2' 
	
It 7ill be noted that, though the 
limits ox integratiAa may be dependent on x, we are justified in 
differentiating under the integral sign of the finite part of an infinite 
integral as demonstrated in para.2. of ref.2. 
/ Thus r IS 
Thus ( 
with respect to 
the aerofoil. 
u',vi,w 1 ) is obtained from (1.1",v",w 4') by differentiation 
x and subsequent integration with respect to x o across 
(.7-Y 0 )z 
diodY0 
r)x d71777:777774 S1 	 ) 
.... (33) 
= 	
e,y0 \x 	 1(y—y0)2+ z23.s 
( x-xd 
	 dxody0 z } 
IT 
I 
S i 
wl 	
m 	
471 	 f(x-x0)(3r-Yb) [(x-AD) - 0 21 Y-Yo) 2+ 21 xo dy0 A y0  
T 
	 ( x_3(0 )2_ 
	 2 z2 	 (3r..yo ) 2+ 1 ..2 I .3 
It will be seen that these latter equations involve the 
representation of a vortex sheet by a system of line vortices. 	 litmce, 
in accordance with a remark at the end of ref.2, they are not valid 
everywhere, but can be shown to be so inside the envelope of the Mach 
cones emanating from the trailing edge. 
	
In particular, the for ,-ula 
are valid in the r,,gion of the wake. Thus for the Iownwash, 
w = wy 
	 w", we have in the wake, where z = 0, by equ -Ltions (30) and (33):- 
r I (x-xo) 
   yo f 	 Su 4 [fix.
dx (
—X0)(Y—YO) 	 J rj 	 (x-x0)(y-y0) 
dx,dy0 
i .e . 
X() 	 dYo 
	
_
X0) 2 r-T.:72.. 
..--2-Lerl(y-y  0? 2 ( y-.-era,)  
- 
w = 	 IT 	 3ro 	 (x-xo)(Y-Yo) 
	
,;.yo (X 
	 0) p 	 J 
Jci 
dxody0) 	
.... (35) 
Before applying our results to calculating the dewnwash in the 
wake of a delta wing, it is - instructive to consider the ear of two-
dimensional flow. 
In two dimensional flaw parallel to the ._;x-plane v m = 0, so 
by equation (16)1 is given by y = y = 0 and: - 
	
1 	 3 
(34) 
um dxody3 
II S' 
which we can integrate directly with respect -Li yo since 121 
independent of yo . hence:- 
. 	 q 1 	 (Y-Yo) u [- 	 sin-1 	  
.... (36) 
(1X 	 • • • • ( 3( ) 
where yi and y2 are the roots of 82= O. 	 Th,:refore:- 
=u aXo , 
	
v.:. (38) 
9 	 IT 
where the integral is taken from the leading edge to x o = x z or 
to the trailing edge, whichever is the smaller. 
/ In 	 . 
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In particular, if uN is constant and the leading edge coincides with 
xo = 0 and the trailing edge with xo e c, then:- 
1_4i = ..1, u  (x - i'4) 2; 1 ) 	 1 N or = 	 u c 	 .... (39) 
2 	 f? 	 1 	 7- 
The components, u-V and w, are given by the hyperbolic curl 
e)   of 	 , which in this case is 
	 - 	
,) 14'.  , 0, -(3 2  a . '2\ 
( c) ss 	 x / 
. 
	
Hence:- 
= V + u±e 
x - 	 I 	 c 
w= (3121 
and 
	 u = V 
	 if._- q1z1:›0: w= 0 
e rn (40) 
which is in agreement 
with Ackeret's theory. On the other hand formulae (33), wnile 
providing' the right answer for x - 3 fzi 	 c, fail for x :3 1M 4 c 
for the reasons mentioned previously. 
4. THE D0 /N7ASH 1r THE WAKE OF A DELTA WIT Z. 
Consider a delta wing at a small angle of incidence 	 , in 
a uniform airstream of supersonic velocity so that the apex semi-angle, 
y , is less than the Mach angle. The apex is at the origin, and 
x = c at the trailing edge, such that the wing is appro•imately in the 
xy-plaile with its axis along the x-direction. 
Under these conditions accordin7 to ref.3. we have:- 
 
V 4 	 xotan2 )1' 
u =   
 vihere = (3 tan  
E t (;.*) Ni4tLn2 X' - yo 
.... (41 ) 
hence - V 	 jrxotan 	 - Ye 
 u 
 
(A ) 
and rl = 
-V t4 	 yo  
1 (A) ix
o
2tan2 )'- y.=- v  
Here 71 is in fact identical with the induced velocity 
potential of the aerofoil and can be obtained directly. 
The downwash, w = w' + w", at the centre line of the wake can 
now be found directly from equation (34) by substitution and integration. 2...........7..._21 
7e have: w' =  -Vok 	 1 	 1 4 (x -x0 ) - 0 701 dyo 
x-xo 
dx0d
2
70 
I- (x-xo) xotan2 y -Ye2 
. , , (4.2) 
/ In • IP • 
'. F'( A ) 	 jx2otan2 -y-?3, 
,,)3t 
I 
1 
-v  	 (1  _ 
) I 	 2.-1177-- 
NvI = ) 
) 	 (x-x0)/1 -t 2 
dxodt 43 ) 
such that 
whichever 
A x 1, 
X -X0 
In S' the limits of integration with respect to y o have to be 
the int egrard is real; they are ± xotan or t 1 
 (x-xo), 
	
(3 	 i 
	
is numerically the less. The limits are xot an 	 f 
wh7.:.ch is always the case if d = x-c > A c. 
Consider A xo ,/ 1 i • e , • • xo 	 x 
x-xo 	 1+ =4 
Put yo = -txo tan y and k =  xo , so that 
x-xo 
-2Va 
 
K ( k) 	 E( k ) 
cix0 ) 
X - X 
0 
171-E I (A 
 
   
	
K(k) 	 E(k)  dk 
Et( ) 	 + k 
Consider now 1".__' 3 ac > 1, i.e. 
	
_ N 	 X 
ITT 
Put f y = t( x-x0) and k 	 so that 37- , 
71. E1(; 	 Lt2 	 fi-17277- 
.--+1 	 1 
OY 
dx0dt 
-21[04 
	
( K(7) - 	 -(17IC)K(T  
Ei ( 	 -2 
= + 	 21.7"c2 	 K(k ) - E(k)  dkdk 
Ti 	 ) 	 ic2 (1+ Arc) 
x-xo  
dxo 
11...(4)2 ) 
. (45) 
Now the range of integration with respect to x n is 0 to c, 
so that when d..e_ A c we must split the range into two parts -0 to 
I 	 and x 
	 a. 	 F _a.. the first part integral (42)'reduces to 
1+ A 	 1+ 
OA.) for which the range of integration with respect to k is 0 to 1, 
and for the second it reduces to (46) for which the range of integration 
with respect to rc is 1 to d./e) • 
Therefore for d4 A c we have:- 
C 1 	 ,- 1 
K - E dk + 
k 
K - E 
k2 ( 	 k) 
dk • ••••(47,1) -217  
) 
0 
xc 
When 
- 12 - 
When I.> c the full range of x = 0 to c is covered by 
k = (1 to cs/d in the integral (44). 
Therefore for d 7 a 
 c we have: - 
Ac 
w i 	 d. 	 K E 
	  dk 
17E 1 ( ) 	 A + k 
-. 0 
We also derive from equation (34) the following expression 
for w" 
er.3 2y 	 d Y7 
T,- Et( A ) 	 c , 	 ( x-c) ic 2tan2 - 
1000 (48) 
As bcfore, the limits of integration have to be such that the 
integrand is real; they are +ctan er if d. 
	 A 0, Dthk:;r171.S0 2' 
Consider d. 	 c and put yo = tctan )1 and k = 
	 so 
that: - 
so that:- 
w" 
wit 
w" 
Consider new 
v coz. 
-1 
d4 rL 
+1 
-1 
di_ 
c 
E 
a. 
C and put (y0= r 0 
'dt = - 
-( d) 
77 
t(x-c) and. 7 
2V 	 E(7) 
(3- 
 rIc 
-(1-7(2)K(7) 1t-2 
E ( 	 ) 
Therefore for 
2174 E( d 
14Z2t 2 
c we have:- 
- 
<lc 
7TE / ( A ) 
\• 
K(d ) 1 
- 1 	 A7-3 
.... 	 (50) 
.... 	 (51,i) 
(51,ii) 
And for d). 
2170.. 
E 
It 	 be n . )ted that w' 	 w" are continuous at d A 0. 
The sr.-1.3.71.ent 7)f w, however, has a logarithmic singularity at this roint. 
The component w" represents the drwnwash that would - `-)e 
obtained if the entire lift were concentrated. at thc. trailing edge fa -- the 
same spanwise lift distribution; V' is plotted. in fig.2. versus d/c 
Voe.. 
for A = 
/ The • 
(17,L ) 
I - - --.= 
	
V 04 	
+1 
 , 	 /1-k t 	 2V 01_ 	 , it, 
V ' — 	 It = - 	 E ( ..) 	 ....( 49) ,  
A ) t 2 	
-4-77(7) ITV ( V 1 - 
- 15 - 
The total down.wash, w 
	 + w , is therefore given by: - 
There d_ 
2 (A- 	 a 	 2 E( ._;\ 	 .e.) 1 K( 
-,TE , (A )1 	 [ Aoi 	 ,c 	 Ac Val 
Ar2 where d > c 
- 1 
1 `(k)-E(k) dk + 
	 K(k)_E( Ldk ...(52,i) 
0 	 k + a 	 k2 (:1.+ k) 
5-7 
AC 
= 
E l ( 	 d 	 k + ...(52,ii) 
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